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Abstract: This work explains the development of a new structure for a rollover car washing machine based on an
existing model, named AquaStar. The design of the structure is an engineering systems problem that incorporates
technical, production, and logistic constraints. The design objectives were to: (a) minimize manufacturing labour; (b)
improve transportation and installation strategies; and (c) reduce weight/size. The new design concept is composed of
feet, columns and upper-part modules and is made of standard galvanized beams/plates that allow quick and easy
assembly and installation with less number of joints, which satisfies the constraints, and accomplish the objectives. The
results show that the new structure is considerably lighter, smaller in size and requires much less manufacturing
labour/time without losing any functionality. This new design has an enhanced modularity meaning that almost all
assemblies can be used interchangeably for different machine types. This works is expected to contribute to the overall
knowledge of machine design in general and car washing machines in specific.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Carwash are complex machines with various subsystems
and interfaces, including human-machine interfaces.
Carwashes make up a 5 billion dollar a year industry that
employs approximately 350,000 people in the US. Based
on a study by the International Carwash Association, ICA,
in the United States alone there are more than 3 billion
professional carwashes per year and the global market for
car washing service is forecast to reach approximately
$27.4 billion by 2017 [1]. These staggering statistics
make it clear why the carwash industry is such a
competitive business.
The introduction of the rollover carwash machine was
marked in 1962 by two entrepreneurs who founded the
world’s first automatic carwash, Wesumat, in Germany.
The appearance of this machine looked somewhat
different as compared to today’s carwashes. The
configuration of this machine was based on a two-brush
system that circled around the stationary vehicle on rails
during the washing process. In 1963, the first electrically
powered three-brush gantry carwash developed by
California Kleindienst, whose design defines the way
most car washing machines look to the present day.
Several types of vehicle wash equipment have been
devised for washing vehicles automatically and with as
few as employees as possible. Such vehicle wash
equipment takes many different shapes, and
configurations. In many of the existing systems, the
vehicle is driven into the wash station and is stopped
where the equipment moves with respect to a stationary
vehicle.
The earliest documented literature on design of rollover
machines structure dates back to late 60s and early 70s.
Hurst [2] proposed an automatic car washer with a

rectangular design in which both vehicle and the carwash
are stationary. Brown [3] presented a car washing
apparatus based on a pair of beams mounted onto a
surface. Alimanestiano [4] gave a design proposal for a
mobile car washer in which vehicle washing is done in a
container-like structure, which can be easily transported.
Taylor [5] proposed a traveling frame equipped with
water spray nozzles. Wiley [6] gave a similar design
proposal but for a truck washing apparatus. Mcmillen [7]
showed a relatively similar concept for a moving frame
internally equipped with water pipes. Capra [8] presented
a carwash design with a U-shaped travelling frame
moving on relatively large roller wheels. Phillips [9] gave
a different design concept for a carwash in which a set of
spray nozzles moves along two-fixed U- shaped structures
on both sides. The closest design to the current state of the
most module rollover machines was proposed by Hanna
[10]. Later works in early 90s such as [11, 12] outline a
more detailed frame and structure for a rollover carwash.
This work is aimed to design a new structure for a
rollover carwash based on an existing machine named
AquaStar developed in 2002 for washing vehicles of up to
the height of 2.1 m (common passenger vehicles) and 2.4
m (pickup vans). The two types of AquaStar have
undergone several changes and modifications in subassemblies, however, its main structure and
configurations have remained the same since 2002; while
the major market brands are introducing new designs to
satisfy the demands of different market segments.

2. ROLLOVER CAR WASH MACHINES
The design by Schleeter [13] for a rollover carwash with
retracting clothes strips is the closest proposal to the
existing machine aimed to be developed. This invention is
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a portable carwash apparatus comprising an upright Ushaped piping system, which has a number of spray
nozzles targeted on a central zone. The vehicle is held
stationary at a designated intermediate position between
rails and a travelling frame moves on the rails past the
vehicle body. The travelling frame is equipped with side
and top brushes to clean side and upper surfaces of the
vehicle body by the rotation of brushes together with a
water spray. The travelling frame is first moved in one
direction so that the body is washed throughout by water,
and then in reverse by the actuation of a limit switch
disposed at the extremity of the rails [14]. The car
washing equipment provides an efficient washing/drying
by mounting a washing water spray bar or dryer in the
frame. The movement is controlled by a programmable
controller or similar apparatus (such as paint spray),
which is supplied with a series of sensors arranged to
detect the presence and contour of the vehicle [15, 16].
The rollover carwashes are comprised of several internal
assemblies, each in charge of accomplishing a task in the
washing/drying cycle, as shown in Figure 1. The main
assemblies include:
1. Transmission assembly: comprised of an electrical
motor and a gearbox enabling movement of the
rollover along a pair of rails;
2. Brushing system (one horizontal and two vertical
ones): used for washing vehicles;
3. Drying system (one horizontal and two lateral ones):
in charge of drying vehicles surfaces;
4. Pneumatic control: for supply of compressed air
5. Water/chemical distribution: in charge of addition of
correct doses of consumables (foam, shampoo, polish
and wax) throughout the washing process;
6. Electric board: Controls functioning of the entire
machine;
7. Structure: is the main travelling frame that contains
all the assemblies and sub-assemblies of the machine.

Fig.2. Front and back views of the existing machine
The structure of the AquaStar is made of steel plates and
profiles, which is comprised of U-shaped twin columns
supporting the top structure. The steel plates are used for
the manufacture of the structure are first galvanized and
then painted.

Fig.3. Schematic figure of AquaStar
The AquaStar dimensions shown in Figure 3 are as listed
in Table 1. The values marked with (*) belong to the tall
machine.
Table 1. The dimensions of AquaStar
Dimension

Values (mm)

Height (A)
Width (B)
Depth (C)
Washing width (D)
Machine height (E)

2150 / 2470*
3450
1670
2000
3150/ 3470

3. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Fig.1. Schematic figure of the main assemblies of a
rollover car wash machine
Figure 2 shows front and back views of the existing
AquaStar machine. Similar to the most rollover machines
in the market, AquaStar is composed of a U-shaped
travelling structure that moves along a pair of rails
installed on the washing bay. The vehicle remains
stationary on the bay and AquaStar performs
washing/drying in a series of passages along the rails.
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Design of any mechanical system is dictated by a number
of factors, but they can be classified very simply into two
areas: 1) Objectives; and 2) Constraints. Objectives are
aims or targets to be achieved by the designer such as
reducing mass or size, or energy content, while the degree
to which these objectives are achieved is dictated by the
constraints [17].

3.1. Objectives
The objective of the present work is to develop a new
rollover carwash based on an existing machine, and to
build/test an operational prototype based on a new
structural design while keeping costs minimized. The
redesign of the new rollover is to accomplish a series of
objectives for the respective company, as follows:
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1. Manufacturing complexity reduction: Currently
manufacturing an AquaStar unit in the respective
company takes around 1 full month of a man job and
about 60 to 70 % of the final cost of the machine is
spent on man labor. Welding and painting are the
most time-consuming and also the number of
assemblies, which should be minimized by means a
new design. The configuration assembly should be
such that allows easy, quick and cheap installation
and dismantling of components for different modes
of transportation. Numerical tools are to be used to
assess and compare alternative design approaches.
2. Weight reduction: As compared to the major market
holders, the common rollovers for passenger cars
weigh around 1500-1600 kg, while AquaStar is about
1830 kg. This extra 250- 300 kg should be reduced
by means of a new design that allows fewer structural
elements.
3. Size reduction: The main competitors of the same
market segment are around 2.9 m in height, while
AquaStar is about 3.15 m tall. This is of importance
because a lot of under-roof fuel stations in Europe
have a 3 m height limit and therefore this means
AquaStar can be sold and installed in fewer number
of places. Size reduction will have to be achieved
through a new design and should not sacrifice the
functionalities of the machine.
4. Enhancing corrosion resistance: Another common
problem observed is the corrosion of subcomponents
(such as lifting guiderails, transmission assemblies,
etc.). The aesthetic and maintenance are two main
concerns for the existing machine. This may be
achieved by means of design criteria and selection of
proper surface finishing processes (yet cost effective)
for different components.

3.2. Constraints
Manufacturing Constraints
Since carwashes are large machines and that their
installation and dismantling take a considerable amount of
time, they are usually shipped in one piece to avoid
backlog time for dismantling and installation. Therefore it
is important to account for any limitation imposed due to
manufacturing, packaging and/or transportation before a
new design is conceptualized. Table 2 lists the estimated
time for different stages of production and installation of
an AquaStar machine.
Table 2. The manufacture of an AquaStar unit
Item
Labour work
Assembly
In place Installation
Total

Time
3-4 weeks
1 week
3-5 days
5-6 weeks

The manufacture of an AquaStar unit with one technician
(including cutting, welding, painting etc.) takes about 3 to
4 weeks. The assembly of the machine takes about a
week. Additionally, the installation of the machine takes
approximately 3 days (+2 more days if separate parts are
to be assembled together for example to locations where

the machine has to be dismantled and transported in a
container). Upon receipt of an order for AquaStar, it takes
about 5 to 6 weeks for a client to have a unit installed and
working on site.
A major European carwash manufacturer, also reports a 6
to 10-week period for delivery of a carwash unit [18].

Metal Forming Constraints
The metal forming limitations is a constraint that should
be considered for the design criteria. Due to the respective
company’s production size and also the existing metal
forming machine, the common forming processes (mainly
punching, cutting and bending) are limited to certain
dimensions. Table 3 shows the possible sheet metal
forming dimensions in the respective company. The
maximum thickness for the punching process for different
plates is up to 6 mm. This amount for stainless steel
sheets is 3 mm. Also the max dimension of plate forming
is 3000 mm × 1500 mm.
Table 3. The maximum metal forming dimensions (mm)
Sheet
Steel
Aluminium

Punching
thickness
3
6

Bending
thickness
1.5
3

Plate size
3000 × 1500
3000 × 1500

Logistic Constraints
Transportation is a constraint that dictates the assembly
and configuration of the machine. Table 4 shows the
current rollover carwash market of AquaStar with respect
to the transportation mode. As it can be seen, nearly 90%
of the orders are from the Iberian Peninsula where
AquaStar is transported by a truck and in one piece
without dismantling. This is while the remaining 10% of
orders are from farther locations in Europe, where the
machine has to be dismantled into pieces and shipped
inside a container due to container size limits.
According to the European traffic laws [19], the
maximum height of a truck (by which the machine will be
carried) cannot exceed 4.5 m. Since the cargo is usually
placed 1 m above the floor level (Figure 4), the max
height should not exceed 3.5 m in either vertical or
oblique positions (in the latter case, support and backrest
should be considered).
Table 4. AquaStar market share and transport modes
Sector
A
B

Location
Iberian
Peninsula
Rest of
Europe

Market
Share

Transport
Mode

90%

Truck

10%

Container

In case of truck transportation, AquaStar is lifted by a
forklift and then loaded onto to truck, while for the
container case, it lifted from the top by a crane and then
transported into an open-top container. The open-top
containers usually have a height of about 2350 mm [20]
which dictates another size constraint for the machine.
With the dimensions of AquaStar, both small and tall
machines have to be dismantled into two pieces in order
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to fit inside a container. This size limit is a first step
consideration for the design of the new machine.

Fig.4. Cargo size limit for container transportation mode

this configuration also affects the position and
consequently the efficiency of the vertical dryers, as the
lower tips of the vertical dryers’ outlets are placed at the
upper body/feet joints in most competitors.
In order to compensate for these two drawbacks in
AquaStar, the horizontal brush/dryer are extend to the feet
and the vertical dryers are separated in the upper body and
feet (shown in Fig 7). This architecture complicates the
design and sacrifices the efficiency of washing/drying and
dictates two separate designs for the small and tall
machines.

Technical Constraints
The architecture of the two AquaStar types is designed to
satisfy transportation constraints and is based on the
modules shown in Figure 5. Both machine types have the
same upper body of 2150 mm tall, and feet of 1000 mm
for the small machine and 1320 mm for the tall machine.
For the long distance transportation, the machine is
dismantled from upper body-feet joint (dashed line shown
in Figure 5) and then transported onto the container. This
meant that the upper body is identical for both AquaStar
types, while the feet were with different sizes. Onsite
observation of the competitors shows that they implement
the opposite strategy, meaning that their machines have
the same feet module and different upper bodies.

Fig.6. Feet-upper body assemblies of AquaStar (left) and
a competitor (right)
Another issue to consider is the width of the two columns,
which is restricted by the power of engines used for the
vertical dryers. Currently the shortest columns among the
competitors belong to AquaStar (500 mm), which is due
to the small engines used. If higher power engines are to
be used in the new machine to improve the drying
efficiency, the width of the columns will have to increase
to accommodate the larger engines. This is another
technical constraint that must be considered in design of
the new machine.

Safety Constraints

Fig.5. Architecture of AquaStar for transportation
This meant that the upper part was the same for both
machines, but the feet were different. The other
competitors using the opposite strategy, meaning that they
have feet size and different upper bodies for both
machines. This is while; a 500 mm height for the feet
module is enough to accommodate the transmission
assembly engine in both horizontal/vertical positions. The
competitors’ feet usually range between 500 - 600 mm
(versus 1000 and 1320 mm for the two AquaStar types).
The feet size is important for two concerns:
The horizontal brush/dryer passage guides are placed only
in the upper body in almost all the other competitors. This
means that the horizontal brush/dryer stop at the upper
body-feet join and cannot descend any further. As the
result, shorter feet means that they can descend more and
wash/dry lower regions of the vehicle close to the floor
and enhance the washing and drying results. Figure 6
shows the upper body/feet configuration of AquaStar in
comparison to a competitor. The second concern is that
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Safety factor is a term describing the structural capacity
of a structure beyond its expected loads which provides a
measure of security against collapse and failure [21]. A
usually applied safety factor for most mechanical systems,
including steel structures, is 1.5 [22], which was also
considered in the design criteria and later numerical
analysis of the machine in actual working conditions.
There are also safety concerns for machinery with respect
to its function, transportation, installation and
maintenance [23, 24]. Based on the literature, the main
documented safety standard for vehicle washing machines
is DIN 24,446 [25], which specifies safety requirements
for construction, equipment and testing of vehicle car
washing facilities.

4. RESULTS
The architecture and configuration of the new machine is
an engineering system’s case that includes several
concerns inducing design, assembly, and transportation.
The preliminary sketch of the machine was drawn based
on the smallest dimensions of other competitors and the
mentioned constraints (Small machine: H=2900, L=1670,
W= 3470; Tall machine: H=3150, L=1670, W=3470).
Figure 7 shows the preliminary structure size limits for
both rollover machines. In order to account for the
transportation scenarios mentioned, the three following
cases were considered:
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A. Truck (both machines): Transported in one piece and
without dismantling the machine (main mode for
Iberian Peninsula).
B. Container + Small machine: Dismantled from the
feet/upper joint and transported in two pieces, which
enables lifting the machine by crane or forklift with
the minimum labor work.
C. Container + tall machine: Dismantled into 3 modules:
right/left columns and upper part and then transported
into a container.

mediate machines of the market, as shown in Figure 9.
The advantage of this approach is mainly lower labour,
due to reduced welding labour and also satisfactory
robustness. However due to the wide use of steel plate,
corrosion of external assemblies and heavy weight are
still the main disadvantages.

Fig.8. An AquaStar structure (a), and a column (b)

Fig.7. Preliminary structure concept
For the case of tall machine transported in container
(mode C), the columns will be the same as the small
machine and only an extra 300 mm will be added above
the electric and pneumatic boards. As the horizontal
brush/dryer will be assembled within the upper body, the
columns and feet remain with the same configuration for
both small and tall machines. Feet columns and the upper
columns can be assembled in the company and then
shipped to the site, as they can be loaded in horizontal
position, which will greatly reduce the time and labour.
Onsite observations of the competitor’s rollovers in the
market show that there are mainly 5 different possible
approaches in regard to the structure as follows:
Approach 1: Steel profile/plate skeleton + steel plate
covers: This approach, which AquaStar is also based on,
uses a steel profile/plate skeleton covered with steel
plates. The term ‘cover’ here refers to all the doors and
external panels. Figure 8 shows the structure of an
AquaStar machine during assembly. The whole structure
including doors and top front and back panels is made of
steel and welding is a very common practice for the
majority of the joints, which requires surface preparation
and a considerable amount of labour work. The advantage
of this approach is its compatibility with the respective
company production line, which is based on steel industry
and also the robustness of the design concept. However,
there are several problems associated with this approach,
namely as high production cost/time/labour due to
painting and welding practices, corrosion issues, and
heavy weight.
Approach 2: Steel plates skeleton + steel plate covers:
This approach is based on using steel plates for the
skeleton and covers and is very similar to the previous
one. The main difference is that, since steel plates are
used instead of profiles, bolts, rivets and other quick
joining processes are practiced instead of welding.
Examples of this approach are observed in several upper

Fig.9. Bolted steel plates in two competitor machines
Approach 3: Steel plate skeleton + plastic covers: In this
approach the structure is made of steel plates and external
plastic doors/covers are used. As shown in Figure 10, this
is a common practice by several competitors of upper
class market machines. The advantages of this approach is
lower man labor as compared to the previous approaches,
lighter weight, robustness, enhanced corrosion resistance
due to use of plastic materials for external surfaces. The
disadvantages are higher costs for capital investment for
plastic forming. This is mainly due to low volume number
and various geometries of the covers.

Fig.10. Steel plate structure and plastic doors used in
three competitor machines
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Approach 4: Profile skeleton + covers: This is a proposal
approach to a structure made of metallic profiles that
contains fewer structural numbers and joining processes.
The external covers can either be made of metal or
plastic. The advantages of this proposal are lighter weight,
reduced man-labour and ease of assembly, due to fewer
components. However, excessive deformation in service
conditions and the complexity of attaching covers and
components to the profile skeleton are issues that need to
be addressed.
Approach 5: Composite profile skeleton+ plastic covers:
This is also a proposal concept, made of plastic or
composite profiles (instead of metallic ones). The
advantage of this proposal is low production time,
excellent finish/ various colors, light weight and good
corrosion resistance. The high large capital cost, strength
under working conditions and attaching covers are the
main disadvantages.
In order to define a new design concept for the car
washing machine, an innovative combination of the
approaches 2 and 4 was implemented, in which standard
steel plates were formed to make the desired profile for
manufacture of columns and feet. This is mainly because
the existing profiles are too thick and heavy and
bolting/screwing components and sub-assemblies to such
profiles is not easy. Since the thickness of the initial plate
and also the cross section of the resulting profile can be
modified, it is easier to attach other plates and
components.

Figure 11 shows the new structure developed based on the
design, transportation and technical requirements,
incorporating approaches 2 and 4. This structure is
composed of three modules: 1) Feet; 2) Columns and 3)
Upper structure. The feet accommodate the wheel wash
system and trans- mission assemblies and allow
movement of the rollover. The upper part is composed of
three standard beams by means of which the integrity of
the structure is provided.
In order to satisfy transportation and configuration
strategies, the dimensions of the smallest machine in the
market was considered which was about 2900 mm high
(600 mm feet size + 2300 mm for the upper part). The
same feet and upper structure are to be used for both short
and tall machines and only an extra 300 mm is considered
for the columns of the tall machine. This strategy is very
easy to implement since the columns are made of profiles
that can be readily enlarged.
Similar to the columns proposed by Turner [26] that have
a cross section providing routes for wires and hoses, the
new structure is made of the profiles shown in Figure 12.
The respective company has the technology to prepare the
profiles, from steel plates up to 3 mm. The same profiles
were used for columns and feet, for both machine types
(small and tall).

Fig.12. The cross section of the profiles (in mm)
Based on studying the feasibility of the different
approaches to manufacture of the structure and their
advantages and disadvantages, the new concept seems to
be the best option that accomplishes the size, technical,
transportation, configuration requirements and design
criteria. This proposal is very easy to implement and is
expected to reduce man labor due to reduced number of
elements, fewer joining process and simplicity of the
architecture for both small and tall machines. The
advantages of this new structure concept are as follows:

Fig.11. The new structure: (a): 3D and (b): standard
views (dimensions in mm)
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1. Lighter: It weighs only about 500 kg and is nearly
35% lighter than the old AquaStar structure.
2. Shorter: It is 10% shorter than AquaStar (2900 mm
vs. 3150 mm) and therefore can be installed in more
under-roofed structures.
3. Fewer structural elements: This new design is very
simple and easy to manufacture and requires less
number of elements, specifically for the upper
structure. It estimated to require 30% less time in
joining and assembly operations as compared with
the initial AquaStar machine.
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4. Modularity: This new concept greatly enhances the
modularity of structure allowing different assemblies
to be used interchangeably for both short and tall
machines without redesign of separate assemblies.
As the newly developed structure is significantly lower in
weight, it was necessary to ensure it exhibits adequate
performance experimentally under the following
situations: (a) normal operating conditions (including a
dynamic vibration analysis), (b) lifting and transportation,
(c) sudden obstruction. The results obtained allowed
concluding that the new designed structure is capable of
withstanding the loads applied under normal conditions,
in lifting operations, and that excessive vibrations are not
expected to take place. Figure 13 shows the first prototype
of the new structure concept after installation of
subassemblies.

and transportation strategies through a new innovative
design. The new design is made of standard galvanized
beams and plates that allow quick and easy assembly
composed of feet, columns and upper part. The results
show that the new structure is considerably lighter in
weight (about 35%) and also about 10% smaller in size.
This new design allows enhanced modularity meaning
that almost all assemblies can be used interchangeably for
different machine types.
Experimental analysis of the developed structure was
simulated showed that it is well capable of withstanding
the loads applied under normal working conditions.
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